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out of Parvenue has been registered as

Deep Impression; and the colt by

Zoffany out of Lady Pimpernel has

been called Elusive Artist.

Kingsley Park 16: The Toronado

colt out of Mambo Halo has been

named Cuban Dancer; the Amaron colt

out of Noble Lady has been called

Night Moment; and, in a clear

reference to the dam, the Free Eagle

colt out of Agnetha has been called

Dancing King.

Kingsley Park 17: The Gleneagles

filly, Coupe de Champagne is the

exception to the rule, here, having been

named before sold at auction; the

partners have chosen Pocket Money,

HE preparation of the juveniles

at Kingsley Park has continued

pretty much as normal during

the suspension of racing.

The education of the youngsters at

this time of the year is an ongoing

process. Thus, the string has been

cantering, working upsides, doing stalls

work and, where appropriate, galloping,

as normal.

In addition, the horses making up the

partnership teams for partnerships 15-18

have now been named, a prerequisite

for making entries these days.

Kingsley Park 15: The Lawman colt

out of Jo Bo Bo has been named

Bowman; the Footstepsinthesand filly

T
for the Iffraaj colt out of Peacoat; and

the colouring of the stallion,

Kendargent, has clearly influenced the

naming of the colt out of Lady’s Secret,

who has been called Silver Shade.

Kingsley Park 18: Fans of the

veteran Scottish comedy duo, the

Krankies, will be delighted to know that

the partners have chosen Fandabidozi

as the name of the Mastercraftsman colt

out of Cranky Spanky; the Bobby’s

Kitten colt out of Heading North has

been named Silvestris, while we’ll

bring you the name of the French-bred

Showcasing colt out of Ultradargent in

next month’s edition, once it has been

confirmed by France Galop.

Juveniles are named!

Fandabidozi, nearside, under Bhanwar Singh canters
alongside Deep Impression, ridden by Lauren Stead
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RSHIP NEWS

URING lockdown,

Kingsley Park partner

Robin Holleyhead has been

thinking about marking the

remarkable achievements of the

horses which made up the Kingsley

Park 10 partnership, of which he

was a very proud member.

The partnership’s horses won a

remarkable 13

races between

them, including a

stunning Vintage

Stakes (Group 2)

win for Dark

Vision, and a

Listed Race

success for

Victory

Command at

Ascot in a sensational spell of form

in July 2018. The partnership’s

winnings fell just short of £250,000,

and, of course, Dark Vision was sold

to Godolphin after Glorious

Goodwood.

Robin hasn’t yet decided whether

to write a book or a series of articles

about the Kingsley Park 10

experience. He has told the Klarion,

however, that he has assembled a

mountain of information already.

Robin intends to contact all of the

partners shortly, seeking their co-

operation in telling the story of what

he has referred to as ‘the golden

partnership’.

Particularly keen to hear from the

partners about their motivation in

signing up for this particular

partnership, Robin is also seeking to

gather together as many personal

recollections as possible, and the

Klarion is eager to support the

project in any way we can.

The golden
partnership

D

Victory Command

The showcasing colt out of Ultradargent (Nestor Francisco,
far side), canters upsides Cuban Dancer (Katie Williams)

Dancing King under Cesar Dayaca

Silver Shade with Sophy Scott up


